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Class: 3 

Subject: English  language.  

Chapter:8 

Topic: To, Two  and  Too.  

Work sheet.  

Synopsis.  

To – means  Towards.  

Two –  means number 2. 

Too – means  extreme  ,also  and very.  

Example: 1. 

Bob wants to play  with  him  friends.  

2.Peter has two toy guns.           

3.The tea        is  too sweet.  

 

A.Fill in the  blanks  with  to, two  and  too.  

1.John had ___ go home             

2.Are you ___tired ?. 

3.Rita ate ____ eggs     .  



4.please stand ____ the left. 

5. Don't  sleep  ___ long! 

6.I had __ pieces  of cakes           

 

B. Make  interesting  sentences  with  

1.  to   

2. two   

3.  too. 

 

C.  Choose  the  correct  word  

1.Take time(to/two)_____ think.  

2.We are going (too/ to)___ the Zoo . 

3  It is not (too/ two)___ hard. 

4.Gita ate( to/ two) ____ bananas         

5.I,m (too/to)____excited. 

6.Trisha has ( two/to)____dolls.             

 

 

 



D .Match  the  following.  

1. I only  have                     are red in colour. 

 

2.Give the apple                too? 

 

3.Those two flowers         two thumbs.  

 

4.Is Ann coming                too expensive  

 

5.Those clothes  are         to your  brother 

 

E. Choose the  correct form  of  words  to  ,two  and  

too.  

1.I would  love  ( two/to)____ see you. 

2. This cake  is (too/ to) ____sweet. 

3.David went out( two/to)___buy (too/two)____books. 

4.Chandra had (too/ two)____ice- cream  cones. 

5.Joy has (to/too)___clean his room. 

 

 



F.Fill in  the  blanks  with  to  ,two  and  too.  

1. I know  how_____ ride  a bike  ____.              

2.My cat is______ fat.         

3.Sohini has _____ much  home work  _____ do. 

4.I will go ___ bed in____ minutes.  

5.Susan is  just  ____ happy  ___go out. 

6.The old man is_____ old____ carry____ buckets of 

water.  

 

G. Under  line to ,two  and  too  in  the  following  

sentences.  

1.There are two  girls  playing  in  the  park.  

2.Paul  wore  two  wrong  pairs  of  socks.  

3.Luke  just  ate  too  much  of  chips       .  

4.My  mother  bought  two  kgs  of  sugar  . 

.5.My teacher  will  go to  the  church            

6.I am off to school  to learn  my  lesson.  

 

 

 



H. Match  the following.  

1.The apples                    too many people  in the room  

 

2.It is just                         to the airport 

                               

3.This work  is                 were Too sour. 

 

4.There were                  two O,clock 

                                 

5. I am going                   too difficult  

                                


